Many proofs by induction diverge without a suitable generalization of the goal to be proved. The aim of the present paper is to propose a method that automatically ÿnds a generalized form of the goal before the induction sub-goals are generated and failure begins. The method works in the case of monomorphic theories (see Section 1). However, in contrast to all heuristic-based methods, our generalization method is sound: A goal is an inductive theorem if and only if its generalization is an inductive theorem. As far as we know this is the ÿrst approach that proposes sound generalizations for mathematical induction.
Introduction
The need to prove theorems by induction appears in many applications including number theory, veriÿcation and synthesis of programs and electronic circuits.
To establish inductive consequences, classical theorem proving provides either explicit induction [1, 6, 24] or implicit induction [2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 16, 20, 21] . However, inductive proofs very often diverge. The reason for this divergence is: in attempting to prove the original weaker property, we have a correspondingly weaker induction hypothesis. Hypothesis that is no longer general enough to imply the desired conclusion. By proving the more general property, we have the advantage of the correspondingly more general induction hypothesis. It is paradoxically easier to prove the more general stronger property than the weaker special case.
We assume familiarity with the basic notions of equational logic and rewrite systems (see for instance [12] ). A many-sorted signature is a pair (S; F) where S is a set of sorts and F is a ÿnite vocabulary of function symbols. Let T (F; X ) denote the set of well-sorted terms built out of function symbols taken from F and out of variables taken from a denumerable set X of free-sorted variables. We assume that F contains at least one constant symbol by sort. Thus, the set T (F) of ground terms (variablefree) is non-empty. If t is a term and Â is a (ground) substitution of (ground) term for variable in t, then tÂ is a (ground) instance of t. Finally, an equation is an element of T (F; X ) × T (F; X ) and is written t = s. The relation ≡ denotes the syntactic equality between terms.
An equation t = s is a deductive consequence of a set A of equations if it is valid in any model of A. t =s is a deductive consequence of A if and only if t = A s. Here, = A denotes the smallest monotonic congruence that contains A [3] . An equation is an inductive consequence of a set A of equations if it is valid in the initial (standard) model. In proof theoretical terms, an equation t = s is said to be an inductive theorem if and only if t = A s for every ground instance t = s of t = s. Thus, the proof of t = s depends on the proof of the inÿnite number of ground instances of t = s.
Generalizations
The need for a sound generalization method can arise even in simple conjectures. Consider the proof attempt of the following equation. This equation expresses associativity of the append function upon the lists [8] :
ap(x; ap(x; x)) = ap(ap(x; x); x):
(1)
The function append (ap) is deÿned by the meaning of these equations: A = ap(c:l; m) = c:ap(l; m); ap(∅; m) = m:
Here the dot (:) represents the constructor cons and the symbol ∅ represents the empty list.
The proof begins with a simple induction step on x, as there is no other alternative. The proof of the following basis case is trivial: ap(∅; ap(∅; ∅)) = ap(ap(∅; ∅); ∅):
For the step case, the induction hypothesis is (1) and the induction conclusion is 
Because the induction hypothesis cannot be used to simplify further, another induction is performed. Unfortunately, this generates a diverging sequence of subgoals which causes the proof attempt to fail. The problem is that the prover repeatedly tries an induction on x but is unable to simplify the cons (:) functions introduced as second argument for ap. This failure is not especially tied to the particular prover used nor even to the induction setting. Eq. (1) cannot be proved only by giving the above deÿnition. A suitable generalization has to be provided. For instance ap(x; ap(y; z)) = ap(ap(x; y); z)
is a suitable generalization. On the other hand, ap(x; ap(y; z)) = ap(ap(y; z); x)
is an over-generalization, i.e. a false conjecture which is a generalization of a true one (1) . Our approach establishes an algorithm that automatically generates equations like (4) and shows that (1) and (4) are equivalent. In other words, an equation is an inductive theorem if and only if its generalized form is so. To achieve this task, our approach identiÿes speciÿc subterms that are found in both sides of a given equation. These subterms are speciÿc in the sense that they have the same "in uence" on the normal forms of the ground instances of the two sides. Beside soundness, our generalizations also can lead to shorter, more elegant and natural proofs.
Remark 1.
Since an over-generalization is a false conjecture (and then will be disproved), it is impossible to prove something false by generalizing. So, one can claim that a generalization is always "sound". We prefer to keep the term of "sound generalizations" for generalizations obtained by a sound method (i.e. a method that never produces over-generalization).
Related works
To propose generalizations, literature provides only heuristics. We can cite the "Divergence Critic" [22] , the "Generalization Critic" [15] based on rippling [9] , the "Lemma Discovery" [17] and the "Generalization Discovery" [19] . All these methods are roughly based on the analysis of a failed proof attempt. Even if these method achieve many important and interesting results, they have important limitations (according to their algorithm and the examples provided in the cited papers):
• They sometimes require high user guidance (especially for the most well-known of them, the "Generalization Critic"). The user has to introduce "waves rules", speciÿc lemmas, or have to choose between the di erent possible generalizations. • They are able to manage only one "spot" of generalization. This is problematic for equations like (1) where each side contains more than two occurrences of a given variable. • They propose only generalizations of accumulators-also called "sink" argumentlike the second argument of the function ap in deÿnition (2) . This seems to be the reason why none of these methods propose a convincing example concerning the multiplication ({x * s(y) → (x * y)+x; x * 0 → 0}) which does not have accumulators. • Lastly, and mostly, the main problem in using heuristics is that they cannot give guarantee against over-generalization as (5) . They can therefore generalize inductive theorems to non-theorems (false conjecture). On the other hand, as methods to perform inductive proofs can be refutationally complete 1 (with certain conditions), there is a strong need for sound methods:
The refutation of the generalized form of the conjecture will then be a refutation of the conjecture itself.
Finally, please note that each of the cited heuristic-based methods fail to prove all the examples of the present paper (though they are able to manage some of the di erent examples). Especially when we deal with non-linear equations or multiplication.
Layout of the paper
The organization of this paper is as follows. We begin with an overview of the basic concepts of rewriting and induction. It is followed, in Section 2 by a high-level description of our approach in terms of a "hard" example. Section 3 deals with the deÿnition of "free argument table". Roughly speaking, this table gives a ÿrst account of the positions of function arguments that could be generalized. Section 4 shows how to compute, in a term, the e ect of di erent subterms on the normal forms of the ground instances of this term. These subterms are at positions given by the free argument table. Finally, Section 5 describes the generalization algorithm, proves its soundness and gives examples of its application. We conclude with a brief discussion.
Background and monomorphic rewrite systems
A rewrite system is a set of oriented equations {l → r} called rewrite rules. A rule is applied to a term t by ÿnding a subterm s of t that is an instance of the left-hand side l (i.e. s = lÂ) and replacing s with the corresponding instance (rÂ) of the rule's right-hand side. One computes with a rewrite system by repeatedly applying rules to rewrite an input term until a normal form (unrewritable term) is obtained.
A ground convergent rewrite system R over a set of function symbols F R is terminating and ground con uent (i.e. R has the Church-Rosser property on ground terms). Termination implies that there is at least one R-normal form for any term. We assume that F R can be partitioned into free constructors C R and deÿned symbols D R , such that every ground term with a deÿned symbol can be made equal (using R) to a ground term built upon constructors only (su cient completeness). A rewrite system R is left-linear if each variable occurs at most once in the left-hand side of each rule in R.
If a theory A can be compiled into a ground convergent rewrite system R we can decide t = A s , for a ground substitution , by testing for syntactic identity the R-normal forms of t and s (i.e. Is t ↓ R ≡ s ↓ R ? where t ↓ R denotes the R-normal form of t ). In the terms of these deÿnitions, t = s is an inductive theorem if and only if for all ground substitutions Â, tÂ↓ R ≡ sÂ↓ R , assuming that R is ground convergent [14] .
If t is a term, sort(t) denotes the sort of t and dom(t) is the set of positions in t. denotes the empty position, p; q; : : : denote positions in a term t; |p| is the length of position p and 6 is the preÿx ordering. For notational convention, we shall represent positions as lists of digits from {1; : : : ; 9}. t=p denotes the subterm of t at position p. We write t[s] p the result of replacing the subterm of t at position p by s. Finally, t(p) denotes the symbol of t at position p. Throughout this paper we will denote by lowercase letters (t; s; r; : : :) "ordinary" terms and by uppercase letters (A; B; T; : : :) ground terms in normal form.
Monomorphic signatures and rewrite systems
Monomorphic rewrite systems are a subset of ground convergent rewrite systems over a monomorphic signature. The main interest in dealing with this kind of signature is that the ground constructor terms can be viewed as "lists". To ensure whether a rewrite system is monomorphic we have to check its signature and to establish a relation order upon the sorts of its signature.
Deÿnition 2. For two di erent sorts, T 1 and T 2 , we note T 1 S T 2 if there exists a ground constructor term A of sort T 1 , one of the strict subterms of A being of sort T 2 . 
We get T list S T int . There is only one constant by sort. The function symbol s has just one argument of sort T int . The ÿrst argument of function symbol : is of sort T int and the second is of sort T list . Examples of ground constructor term for can be s(s(0)):s(0):∅, 0:0:0:∅ or simply s(s(0)).
Example 5.
On an other hand, the relation order upon the types is required to forbid signatures like
has only constructors. With such a signature, ground constructor terms-like a(a(b; g); f(b; f(a(b; g); g)))-do not have a "list-structure". Deÿnition 6. A monomorphic rewrite system is a left-linear ground convergent rewrite system over a monomorphic signature.
Thus, the constructors of a monomorphic rewrite system have at most one argument of their own sort; this argument is called "re ective". Deÿnition 7. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system and let f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) be a constructor-rooted term. The unique number i that veriÿes sort(t i ) = sort(f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n )) is called the re ective argument position of the constructor f and is denoted RA(R; f).
Let
Example 8. The following rewrite system over the above signature deÿnes the addition (+) and the summation (sum) of the elements of a list. 
Since R is ground convergent and left-linear, this rewrite system is monomorphic. Also, we have RA(R; s) = 1 and RA(R; :) = 2.
One of the interesting properties of the monomorphic signature (and rewrite systems) is that every ground constructor term of a certain type has one and only one leaf labeled with the constant of that type. Thus, in such a term we can identify its "begin" (the root of the term) and its "end" (this constant).
Proposition 9. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system. For every ground term A in R-normal form, there is exactly one position p ∈ dom(A) such that A=p ≡ ⊥ type(A) .
Proof. Since R is ground convergent, every ground term in R-normal form is a ground constructor term.
Thus, A is either the constant ⊥ type(A) (and then p = ) or a term rooted by a constructor symbol. Inductively, since exactly one of the arguments of this constructor symbol is of sort type(A) and since all the other arguments are of inferior sorts (according S ), there is exactly one position in A whose contains ⊥ type(A) .
Join operator
Since a ground term in R-normal form gets only one leaf of its sort, the deÿnition of the "join" of two ground normalized terms naturally arises.
Deÿnition 10. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system and let A and B be two ground The two following lemmas express simple properties of the join operator.
Lemma 12. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system, let A, B and C be three ground terms of the same sort in R-normal form.
Proof. Let T be the sort of A, B and C. Since R is monomorphic, by Proposition 9:
• There exists only one position p such that A=p
• There exists only one position q such that B=q ≡ ⊥ T and only one position r such that
Lemma 13. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system, let A, B and C be three ground terms of same sort in R-normal form:
Proof. Let T be the sort of A, B and C. Since R is monomorphic, by Proposition 9, there exists only one position p such that A=p ≡ ⊥ T and only one position q such that
Lemma 14. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system, let A, B and C be three ground terms of same sort in R-normal form:
Proof. Let ⊥ be the constant of the sort of A, B and C. By Deÿnition 10 of ⊗ and 7 of
We will make free use of these lemmas in the proof of the theorems introduced in the paper.
General outline of our approach
In this section, we illustrate the essential ideas behind our method in the terms of a "hard" example. There are three steps in order to compute a sound generalization for a given equation t = s: (1) At the ÿrst step, we identify, in t and s, the positions of the subterms that might be generalized (using prominent paths, see below and Deÿnition 29). (2) At the second step, we verify which of these subterms can actually be generalized (using prominent terms, see below and Deÿnition 32). (3) At the third step, we replace these subterms with a fresh variable to obtain a new conjecture. The key concept underlying the three steps above is that of "free subterm". Remember that ground terms in normal form for monomorphic rewrite systems can be viewed as "lists". A list can easily be split into parts (head, tail, etc.). For some parts, we can identify which subterms participate in their build.
Roughly speaking, a subterm is free if it "generates" only a single part of the normal forms of the term ground instances. Intuitively, a free subterm has no e ect, during the rewriting sequence leading to the normal form, on any other part.
For instance, in the rewrite system 
the free subterm y of the term ap(x; R(y; z)) creates only the part c:b:a: of the R-normal form of the following ground instance:
The replacement of this subterm cannot a ect the "rest" of the term (parts f:g: and d:e:∅).
Free subterms
Finding out free subterms in a pair of terms t and s may allow us to simplify the conjecture t = s. Assume that t and s share a common free subterm that creates, for every ground instance tÂ = sÂ, identical "parts" in tÂ↓ R and sÂ↓ R . We can generalize the conjecture without altering its validity by replacing this subterm by a new variable (see Theorem 37).
To identify free subterms we have to understand how normal forms of ground instances are constructed by a rewrite system. To achieve this task, we parse the deÿnition of the functions by the monomorphic rewrite system. The two reasons of such a parsing are:
• Since normal forms of ground instances in monomorphic rewrite systems could be viewed as "lists" (see Section 1), we could sometimes identify precisely which subterms participate in the creation of speciÿc parts of the ground normal forms (head or tail). • Ground terms in normal forms for a ground convergent rewrite system are built only from constructors, but, an "ordinary" term is also built from deÿned functions and variables. Therefore, we need to understand how each function of the system manages its arguments and how these functions act together.
Parsing a rewrite system
First, the set of rewrite rules of R is split into subsets, each one deÿning a function symbol f (see Deÿnition 15) . A term rooted by f in which all subterms are ground and normalized is denoted f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n ). Thus, a free subterm A i for the term f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n ) is called a "free argument" for f. The parsing of each deÿnition subset provides us with the "Free Argument Table" of R. 2 This table describes the position and the e ect of the free arguments of each function symbol.
Let us illustrate with an example the ÿnal e ect of the di erent kinds of free arguments on the normal form of each f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n ). The rewrite system we parse is the "Peano's arithmetic" which can be expressed as a terminating, ground con uent and monomorphic rewrite system
Essentially, an argument is free for f if it appears at most once in each right-hand side of the rules in the deÿnition subset of f. We distinguish four kinds of free argument positions (see deÿnitions, Section 3.2) according to their e ect (see Lemma 26):
• The position 2 for + is called "upward". Roughly speaking, a ground normalized argument at this position is "moved", constructor by constructor, to the head of the normal form of a term rooted by the symbol +. • The position 1 for + is called "downward". Roughly speaking, a ground normalized argument at this position is not altered by any rewriting sequence leading to the normal form of a term rooted by +. Thus, this argument will be located at the tail of the normal form at the end of the rewriting sequence. • The position 2 for * is called "up-contextual". Roughly speaking, a ground normalized argument at this position is used to create, at the head of the term, a regular series of well-deÿned terms (here the ÿrst argument of * ) during a rewriting sequence. 3 
Identifying free subterms
To identify free subterms and the part they create, we have to understand not only how a deÿned function manages its arguments but also the relationship between the function symbols in a term, and their e ect on the ground normal forms of the term. To illustrate this relationship, we assume the above rewrite system R and the following equation:
If we apply a ground substitution Â to both sides of this equation, all the occurrences of x will be replaced by the same ground term xÂ. To distinguish the separate ground occurrences, we number them as follows:
Let us study the normal form of the equation's left-hand side. X 2 + X 3 is rooted by the function +, position 1 is downward for + and position 2 is upward for +. Then, X 3 will be "moved" at the head of (X 2 + X 3)↓ R and X 2 will be located at the tail: (X 2 + X 3)↓ R ≡ s(s(: : : s( X 3 times X 2))) ≡ X 3 ⊗ X 2:
Further, X 1 * (X 2 + X 3) is rooted by the function * and position 2 is up-contextual for * . Then, (X 2 + X 3)↓ R will be used to construct regularly the normal form of the left-hand side.
Thus, the path 22 leads to the free subterm X 3 that creates the head part (X 1 * X 3)↓ R of the normal form of equation's left-hand side. The path 21 leads to the free subterm X 2 that creates the tail part (X 1 * X 2)↓ R of the normal form of the equation's left-hand side.
Similarly, the equation's right-hand side is rooted by +. So X 4 * X 5 and X 6 * X 7 are, respectively, in downward and upward position and they form the tail and head part of the right-hand side:
((X 4 * X 5) + (X 6 * X 7))↓ R = (X 6 * X 7)↓ R ⊗ (X 4 * X 5)↓ R :
Further, in these subterms, X 5 and X 7 are in up-contextual position. Thus, they, respectively, create the tail part (X 4 * X 5)↓ R and the head part (X 6 * X 7)↓ R of the normal form of the equation's right-hand side.
Therefore, X 2, X 3, X 5 and X 7 are free subterms since they participate in the building of only a precise part of the ground normal forms. In the rest of the subsection, we will show how we can compute the path leading to the free subterm and a representation of the part they create.
Prominent paths
As seen above, a combination of free argument positions can lead to a free subterm. For a term, we distinguish two kinds of paths. Those that lead to a subterm creating the head of the normal form of each term ground instance: the "top paths". And those that lead to a subterm creating the tail of each normal form: the "bottom paths".
To compute the maximum top path TP(t) and the maximum bottom path BP(t) of a term t, we follow recursively the tree that describes the term. For each root-function, we select the free argument position involving the building of the corresponding part: head for top and tail for bottom (see Deÿnition 29). Thus, each subterm at a position preÿx of a maximum top or bottom path is free.
In our example, we have TP(t) = 22 and BP(t) = 21 (see Fig. 1 ). So, t=2, t=22 and t=21-i.e., respectively, x + x, x and x-are free subterms of t.
Similarly, TP(s) = 22 and BP(s) = 12. So, s=2, s=22, s=1 and s=12-i.e., respectively, x * x, x, x * x and x-are free subterms of s.
Prominent terms
According to a path leading to a free subterm, we compute a representation of the head (or tail) part of the normal forms of the ground instances created by this free subterm. Following the path, we build recursively this representation adding the context of the subterm in the case of up-and down-contextual position (see Deÿnition 32). We deÿne two functions: top(t; p) that computes the representation of the head parts according to a top path p in t and bot(t; p) that computes the representation of the tail parts according to a bottom path p in t. In our example, we have
Finding sound generalizations
The identiÿcation of the free subterms and the part they create allows us to generalize soundly. Intuitively, by the notion of free subterm itself, the replacement of such a subterm a ects only the part of the normal forms of the ground instances it creates.
Assume we get an equation of which both sides share a common free subterm that creates the same head (or tail) part. If we replace this subterm in both sides by a new variable, since it only a ects the parts it creates and since these parts are equals, the validity of the equation will not be changed (see Theorem 37).
Example
Let us continue with the same equation x * (x + x) = (x * x) + (x * x) given above. We can generalize it using the top paths 22 on the left-hand side and 22 on the righthand side. The common free subterm is x = t=22 = s=22 and the common head part is top(t; 22) = top(s; 22) = x * x. These free subterms can be replaced by a new variable y.
Similarly, if we use the bottom paths 21 on the left-hand side and 12 on the righthand side. The common free subterm is x = t=21 = s=12 and the common tail part is bot(t; 21) = bot(s; 12) = x * x. These free subterms can also be replaced by a new variable z. Thus, the computed generalization is
x * (z + y) = (x * z) + (x * y):
This generalization is necessary but not su cient for the proof to go through without divergence. Indeed, if we make an induction on the variable y we get 4
x * (z + s(y )) = (x * z) + (x * s(y )):
Simplifying with R and the induction hypothesis (10), we obtain
Eq. (12) is generalized by using the top paths 2 on the left-hand side and 22 on the right-hand side. We also use the bottom path 11 on the left-hand side and 1 on the right-hand side:
The proof of this equation is now trouble free for any induction theorem prover. A simple induction on variable v is required.
Overview of the algorithm
The algorithm that generates a sound generalization for a given equation works in three steps: 
Free arguments table
In this section, we formally deÿne the notion of free argument positions. All these deÿnitions can be checked syntactically. The relationship between free subterms and free argument positions is that a free subterm is at a path which is a combination of free argument positions.
Next, we establish the fundamental properties of these deÿnitions. We recall that the type of a free argument position for a function symbol f indicates the e ect of the subterm at this position on the normal form of a term rooted by f. Finally, we prove the uniqueness of each type of free argument position for a given function symbol using their deÿnitions and their e ects on the ground normal forms.
Deÿnition of functions
The "deÿning set" of a function symbol f is the set of rules where the left-hand sides are rooted by f. The set of the argument positions of f is the set of natural numbers between 1 and the arity of f.
The set of argument positions of f is the set P f = {1; : : : ; n} with n the arity of the symbol f.
The following proposition is essential: it shows that an argument that is not "duplicated" by a function deÿnition can be replaced without a ecting the structure of the rest of the term. This is the principle of a free argument.
Proposition 16. Let R be a ground convergent and left-linear rewrite system, f be a deÿned function in F R , y be a variable, Â be a ground substitution, p be a position, and l → r be a rule in R f . If it exists just one q s.t. l=p = r=q, we get
Proof. Since R is ground convergent, lÂ↓ R = rÂ↓ R . Let x = r=q = l=p, and let be a substitution replacing the occurrences of x by y. By the properties of the substitution, l Â↓ R = r Â↓ R .
However, l[y] p Â↓ R = l Â↓ R and r[y] q Â↓ R = r Â↓ R if the lone occurrence of x in l and r is at positions p and q. Since R is left-linear, and since there is just one q s.t. r=q = x, we get that l[y] p Â↓ R = r[y] q Â↓ R .
Types of deÿned function arguments
First, recall that the re ective argument of a constructor symbol f, in a monomorphic rewrite system R, is denoted RA(R; f) (see Deÿnition 7) . The di erent kinds of free argument positions (according to Proposition 16) will be determined by the way the arguments at this position in the left-hand sides of the deÿning rules are copied to the right-hand side. We distinguish two main groups of arguments: those unaltered by the function and those that are used to deÿne inductively the function. Of course, all these deÿnitions follow the requirements imposed by Proposition 16.
Unaltered arguments
An argument is actually unaltered by a rewriting sequence if and only if for each function managing it, in every right-hand side of the deÿning rules, it is copied in a position where it cannot be altered by any function. Thus, a downward argument is copied either at the root of the right-hand side, or in a path which is a series of downward, re ective or identical 5 positions.
Deÿnition 17. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system and let f be a function symbol in D R . p ∈ P f is a downward position, denoted by DP(R; f), if for all (l → r) ∈ R f there exists just one position q such that l=p = r=q and • Either q = and l=p is a variable, • Or q = q 1 : : : q n with for all i6n we get |q i | = 1 and
• q i = RA(R; r(q 1 : : : q i−1 )) or • q i = DP(R; r(q 1 : : : q i−1 )) or • q i = p with r(q 1 : : : q i−1 ) = f. (21)). Therefore DP(R; I ) = 2.
Inductive arguments
In a monomorphic rewrite system, any term can be deÿned inductively by the use of a constant symbol ⊥ or constructor term C[x] (see Deÿnition 7, Section 1). Therefore, in the left-hand side of a deÿning rule at the position of an argument used to deÿne inductively the function, we ÿnd out ⊥ or C[x]. The type of an inductive argument position is determined by the position of the function symbol in the right-hand side of the deÿning rules. In the case of an upward argument position, the function symbol is in re ective position. I (n; 0) denotes the sum of the n ÿrst natural numbers. 7 plus denotes the addition of relative numbers. p(x) is the constructor denoting x − 1. 8 D(n) denotes the double of the natural number n.
In the case of an up-contextual argument position, the deÿned function symbol is in downward position. 
Example of table
The free argument table is a two dimensions array where rows are function symbols over F and columns are types of free argument. Each entry indicates, for a speciÿed function and a speciÿed type of free argument, the position of the argument of that type if its exists.
For example, Table 1 represent the free argument table of the following rewrite system: 
For all the examples below, we will make free use of R and its free argument table.
E ects of free argument positions
The lemma below shows how the subterm A i of a term f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n ) (where each A i is a ground term in R-normal form) in uences the term normal form. More precisely, the subterm A i (1) is at the head of f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n )↓ R if i is a downward position for f;
(2) is at the tail of f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n )↓ R if i is an upward position for f;
(3) is used to build a regular series of elements at the head of f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n )↓ R if i is a down-contextual position for f; 9 mf(x; y) denotes the mathematical function y j=0
x i=0 (i). (4) is used to build a regular series of elements at the tail of f(A 1 ; : : : ; A n )↓ R if i is an up-contextual position for f.
Lemma 26. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system, let t be a term and let p a position in P t( ) . For any ground substitution Â and for any ground terms in R-normal form A and B, (1) if p = DP(R; t( )) then t 
The following proposition expresses the uniqueness of the di erent type of free argument positions. This is consequence of their deÿnitions. However, we present the proposition after Lemma 26 because the ÿrst part of its proof is much more natural using this lemma.
Proposition 28. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system. Each type of free argument position (DP, UP, DCP or UCP) is unique for a given function symbol f ∈ F R .
Proof. By Lemma 26, an argument in downward (resp. upward) position is located at the tail (resp. the head) of a ground normal form. Since R is monomorphic, there is only one tail (and head) in this ground normal form. Therefore, such an argument is unique.
For the up-and down-contextual positions we directly refer to Deÿnition 22 of DCP (resp. Deÿnition 24 of UCP). Assume we get a function f whose two ÿrst arguments being down-contextual (resp. up-contextual). Remember that, according to su cient completeness, f must be deÿned for every possible value of an inductive argument. 
Computing prominent paths and terms
In this section, we ÿrst deÿne the prominent paths, that is, the paths leading to free subterms. We next deÿne the prominent terms that are the representation of the parts created by such free subterms. These deÿnitions allow to divide a term into two parts: the top part and its complement (or the complement of the bottom part and the bottom part itself). Since we are working with monomorphic rewrite systems this division is well deÿned.
The maximum top and bottom paths go through the tree of the term using the argument positions deÿned in Section 3.2. The longest paths not obviously being the best choice, we add the deÿnition of top and bottom path. Roughly speaking, if the path is shorter, the chosen term will be "larger" and the generalization will be broader.
Deÿnition 29. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system and let t be a term. The maximum top path of t, denoted by TP(t), is computed as For a term, all preÿx of its maximum top path is a top path and all preÿx of its maximum bottom path is a bottom path.
Example 30. ap(r(ap(l; n)); R(n; l)) • TP(ap(r(ap(l; n)); R(n; l))) = 1TP(r(ap(l; n))) = 11BP(ap(l; n)) = 112BP(n) = 112, • BP(ap(r(ap(l; n)); R(n; l))) = 2BP(R(n; l)) = 22BP(l) = 22. Finding a common free subterm that creates head (or tail) part is not su cient to generalize soundly. In addition, the parts of the normal forms of the ground instances created by the free subterm must be equal. We do not directly compute parts of the ground normal forms but we compute a representation of these parts. Example 33. ap(r(ap(l; n)); R(n; l)) • top(ap(r(ap(l; n)); R(n; l)); 112) = top(r(ap(l; n)); 12) = r(bot(ap(l; n); 2)) = r(bot(n;
)) = r(n), • bot(ap(r(ap(l; n)); R(n; l)); 22) = bot(R(n; l); 2) = bot(l; ) = l.
Similarly to the representations of top (and bottom) parts, we can compute their complements. Although these deÿnitions are needed to prove the soundness of our method, they are not required by the algorithm.
Deÿnition 34. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system, let t be a term and let p be a top path (resp. a bottom path). The complement of the head part denoted by ntp(t; p) The following theorem shows that the normal form of the ground instances of a term can be divided according to a top or a bottom path.
Theorem 36. Let R be a monomorphic rewrite system, let t be a term and let p be Proof. See Appendix A.
Generalization algorithm
In this section, we formalize the generalization algorithm and establish its soundness with a theorem. We also give examples of sound generalizations computed by this algorithm.
Generalization of t = s
Compute TP(t) and TP(s); For all positions p that are preÿxes of TP(t) in increasing length For all the positions q that are preÿxes of The proof with bot(t; p) ≡ bot(s; q) is totally symmetric.
The followings examples illustrate the use of the above algorithm. Let R be the monomorphic rewrite given in Section 3.2. the example we get two di erent free subterms at the same position with the same context). However, the method has an important limitation. The requirement on the monomorphic rewrite system has to be extended to handle general recursive deÿnitions. This limitation might be overcome by working on (co-)reducibility. Indeed, the uniqueness of the reduction seems more important than the uniqueness of a leaf of a particular sort.
Another limitation is the restriction to non-conditional rewrite systems. However, this is not a profound limitation of the method since ground normal forms produced by conditional rewrite systems can also be monomorphic. To handle function-deÿned conditional rewrite systems, the number and the deÿnitions of types of free argument positions have, once again, to be increased. Proof. By induction on the top path p. We have a base-case ( ) and an induction case (qp where |q| = 1).
• p = , then by Deÿnitions 29 of top and 34 of ntp, tÂ↓ R = tÂ↓ R ⊗ ⊥ = top(t; )Â↓ R ⊗ ntp(t; )Â↓ R :
• p = qp and there exists a term a such that t = t[a] q . By properties of substitutions, we get t[a] q Â↓ R = t[aÂ↓ R ] q Â↓ R . The rest of the proof is by case analysis according to the type of position q (see Deÿnition 29 of top):
(1) q = RA(R; t( )) with p 6 TP(t); then we get t The proof with a bottom path (p6BP(t) implies tÂ↓ R = nbt(t; p)Â↓ R ⊗ bot(t; p)Â ↓ R ) is symmetric.
A.2. Computer experiments
Specification of add:
[0] x + 0 -> x [1] x + s(y) -> s(x + y) [2] x * 0 -> 0
